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Abstract
The present article aims to describe perceptions and awareness of local residents in two categories of the Sumava
region protected areas–National Park (NP) and Protected Landscape Area (PLA). The survey explores
perceptions of individuals on nature protection, protected area management, tourism and related issues.
Differences between these two research areas are also explored. Standardised personal interviews were
conducted during the summer season of 2008. The study took place in six municipalities in NP (Borova Lada,
Srni, Prasily, Kvilda, Horska Kvilda and Modrava; 183 questionnaires in total) and in three municipalities in
PLA (Kasperske Hory, Hojsova Straz and Cachrov; 138 questionnaires in total). According to the results of the
study, there were more natives and indigenous residents in NP than PLA. Similarly, local people in NP were
working more often in the public sector and less in the private sector and they had more benefits from tourism.
Residents in PLA were less informed about Administration activities, more satisfied with topical nature
conservation level and against expansion of NP to their place of residence. Also, a significant finding of the
study is that residents (especially in PLA) were supportive of some forms of participatory management. They are
interested in the advancement of the area, mostly in the form of improvement of tourism-related facilities. They
love this region and also call for better communication with NP/PLA Administration.
Keywords: sustainable tourism and management, monitoring, local people, protected areas
1. Introduction
Protected areas (national parks, landscape areas, nature reserves, etc.) represent the most widely accepted means
of biodiversity conservation on a national and international level (Sekhar, 2003). Local communities could be
affected by the creation of protected areas due to restricted use of local resources. This is a problem particularly
in developing countries (loss of access to resources–fuelwood, fodder, etc.), but also in other countries
(constraint on land use and management practices–agriculture, fishing and hunting) (Brandon, Gorenflo,
Rodrigues, & Waller, 2005). Thus, conservation activities and management have frequently conflicted with local
community attitudes, needs and desires (Bartlett, Maltali, Petro, & Valentine, 2010). In many cases, the
“top-down” approach is used–protected areas and their conservation strategies are established without
consultation of the local people. But in order to reach sustainable development in these areas it is necessary to
value people’s attitudes and knowledge and give them the opportunity to express their opinions on management
of protected areas. Therefore, the term participation is used (Pimbert & Pretty, 1997). This “bottom-up” approach
means that local communities and agencies are actively involved in the decision-making process (Wallner, Bauer,
& Hunziker, 2007). Local people, especially those living in the protected areas, have important and
long-standing relationships with these localities. Thus, their needs and attitudes should be taken into account by
management of these areas (Xu, Chen, Lu, & Fu, 2006). Studies dealing with attitudes of participants may
improve protected area management, and help to identify the problems and to recognise potential solutions for
appropriate developing strategy (Sewell, 1973). Most common factors affecting residents’ perceptions are the
level of trust towards institutions responsible for environmental management (Kim, 2009), the changes imposed
during the designation of a protected area (Garcia-Frapolli, Ramos-Fernandez, Galicia, & Serrano, 2009) and the
level of awareness among citizens (Petrosillo, Zaccarelli, Semeraro, & Zurlini, 2009).
In the Czech Republic, there are two categories of protected areas, where the abovementioned conflicts could
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occur. The strictest level of conservation applies to national parks. These are defined in Act No. 114/1992 Coll.
on the protection of nature and landscapes as “extensive territories, unique on a national or international scale, a
considerable part of which is covered by natural ecosystems or ecosystems little effected by human activities,
where plants, animals, and abiotic nature are of an exceptional scientific and educational importance”. According
to the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), Czech national parks (except Krkonose NP)
belong to Category II National Parks (IUCN 1994). The second category, protected landscape areas (PLA), are
defined in the Act as “extensive territories with a harmoniously formed landscape, a characteristically developed
relief, a significant proportion of natural ecosystems of forests and permanent grasslands, with abundant
presence of woody plants, or, optionally, with preserved monuments of historical settlement” (Act No. 114/1992).
PLA in the Czech Republic fall into the IUCN Category V Protected Landscape (IUCN 1994).
Most of the sociological studies in protected areas of the Czech Republic are focused on visitors and their
quantitative (amounts) and qualitative (questionnaires) monitoring (e.g. Cihar & Trebicky, 1997; Cihar, Stursa, &
Trebicky, 2002; Stursa, 2002; Suchy, 2002). The monitoring of local communities in Czech protected areas is
located mostly in the national parks and Biosphere Reserves (Cihar & Stankova, 2006; Kusova, Tesitel, Matejka,
& Bartos, 2008). Other studies cover several types of protected areas; Cudlinova, Lapka, and Bartos (1999)
monitored the attitudes of farmers in the whole Sumava region, which includes Sumava NP, Sumava PLA and
unprotected areas in the foothills. Bartos and Cihar (2011) conducted a survey amongst the inhabitants of the
Sumava NP and in the closely located Nove Hrady Mountains, an area designated as a Nature Park. Nevertheless,
these studies were focused primarily on regional differences but not on another level of nature protection of these
areas.
The aim of this paper is monitoring of residents’ characteristics in Sumava NP and PLA. This is the first study in
the Czech Republic that is primarily focused on local people in neighbouring protected areas that differ from the
level of nature protection. Most previous sociological studies in this area took place only in NP, as a well-known
and traditional tourist destination. Nevertheless, PLA is much more populated (21000 inhabitants apart from
1000 residents in NP) and local nature protection regime influences more people in their daily lives.
Characteristics and attitudes of PLA residents could be slightly or significantly different from their neighbours in
NP. This paper compares these two protected areas from residents’ points of view and describes the variations
and their reasons.
2. Material and Methods
2.1 Study Area
The first colonisation of the Sumava region dates back to the end of the twelfth century. Up to the eighteenth
century, the whole area was covered by virgin primeval forests forming a part of the boundary woodland. Later
colonisation linked to the development of glass manufacture, logging and pasturing played an important part in
creating the current ecosystems (disappearance of primeval forests, establishment of new settlements, preference
of spruce monocultures in artificial planting, forest calamities, continuing grazing on vast meadows).
Before and after the Second World War, the region was affected by major political changes that considerably
influenced the structure, number and social composition of the local population. The region was part of the
Sudetenland, located on the Czechoslovakian border with Germany and Austria, which had a majority of ethnic
German inhabitants. This area was incorporated into the Reich in 1938. At the end of the war, Germans were
subjected to restrictive measures and by the end of 1946, some 1.7 million Germans had been resettled. The
current inhabitants represent only 12% of the original population of 1930 (Kusova, Bartos, & Tesitel, 1999).
After February 1948, radical Communists took power. The establishment of the ‘Iron Curtain’ between Western
Europe and Communist Eastern Europe, and the associated military training areas in Sumava, increased the
isolation of the region. People live less than 2 km from the border were resettled from this area, while residents
living in the 6 km buffer zone (area of current NP) from the border were heavily restricted in their movements.
The situation far from the border (area of current PLA) was more favourable for those staying there.
Nevertheless, the settlement of the Sumava region in this time was similar to the conditions in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries (Kluvankova-Oravska, Chobotova, Banaszak, Slavikova, & Trifunovova, 2009; Kusova et al.,
1999).
In 1989, the Velvet Revolution introduced democratic changes in Czechoslovakia, opening borders and resulting
in completely new opportunities: Sumava became a popular tourist destination and underwent intensive
socio-economic development. This fast transition from a state-planned to a free market economy created tensions
regarding sustainable development programmes in the region (Cihar & Stankova, 2006). At present, the Sumava
region is facing both the positive and negative effects of tourism. Thus, the main goal for management today is
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to balance this impact inn cooperation with
w the local iinhabitants.
In 1963, ann area of 16877 km2 was desiignated as the Sumava Proteected Landscap
pe Area (PLA)). In 1990, thiss area
was addedd to the UNESC
CO list of Biosphere Reservves (BR). One year later, the most valuablee part of PLA aalong
the borderr with Germanny and Austriia was decreeed a National Park (690 km
m2), consideredd the highest (and
strictest) legal measure of natural pro
otection in thee Czech Repubblic. PLA and
d NP have a jooint administrration
body–the Administration
A
n of the NP and
d PLA.
2.2 Monitooring of Local People
The first research
r
was carried out in Sumava
S
NP in summer 19988 and its main aim was to coollect basic datta on
local peopple’s acceptancce of the newly
y established S
Sumava NP. Thhis was perhap
ps the first tim
me that the residdents
of the Sum
mava Nationaal Park and Biosphere Reseerve had had an opportunitty to express their opinionss and
perceptionns of managem
ment and policcies in the areea (Cihar, Treebicky, & Stan
nkova, 2008). The researchh was
repeated inn August 2003 and 2008 with
h identical queestionnaires.
This studyy used the resuults from the monitoring inn 2008. The saample consisteed of residentss from six villlages
within the central-westeern part of the Sumava NP ((Kvilda, Horskka Kvilda, Mo
odrava, Srni, Prasily
P
and Boorova
Lada). Thhe population of all six villlages was aroound 1.000 (C
Czech Statisticcal Office [CZSO], 2003). The
questionnaaire consisted oof 30 question
ns, which were divided into five
f thematic parts:
p
demograpphic characteriistics,
place attacchment, enviroonment and naature in the areea, evaluation of the NP/PLA
A managemennt and development
of tourism
m. Open, closeed, semi-open,, alternative, sselective and scale question
ns were used. The questionnnaire
survey waas administeredd through personal interview
ws in randomlyy selected housseholds. Methood of random rroute
sampling was
w used. Aftter arrival to village
v
it was selected left or right part along the maiin road by lott and
consequenntly it was by llot selected nu
umber from onne to the five and
a then it waas visited everyy nth (first to ffifth)
address annd if the persoon answering the
t door met tthe conditionss of the survey
y, he or she was
w interviewedd. To
avoid any influence of atttitudes from other
o
memberss of the family,, every attemptt was made to hold a face-to-face
interview with
w the responndent separateely.
In order too compare the characteristicss and attitudess of locals in neighbouring
n
protected
p
areass, research usinng an
identical questionnaire
q
w
was carried outt in three villagges (Kasperskke Hory, Hojsova Straz and Cachrov)
C
in PL
LA in
the same period
p
(Augustt 2008)–see Fig
gure 1.

Figure 1. M
Map of the Sum
mava National Park and the Sumava
S
Proteccted Landscapee Area
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All completed questionnaires were processed in the form of database files using Microsoft Access. The
frequencies and results of filtering were also transferred to MS Excel, in order to create the tables and charts.
Statistical Programme SPSS, version 16.0 was used for statistical evaluation of these data. We used the chi
square test χ2 at the significance level of 0.05 (Freund & Wilson, 2003) for evaluating cases where results
differed between two categories of protected areas.
3. Results
The total samples consisted of 183 questionnaires from NP municipalities (17.3% of all residents) and 138 from
PLA (0.7% of all residents). Only permanent residents completed the questionnaires. Weekenders, long-term
visitors and seasonal workers were excluded. The response rate was 83.6% in NP and 84.8% in PLA. All
hodnocenych questions are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of characteristics and attitudes of NP and PLA residents (chi square test χ2 at the
significance level of 0.05)
Age group
Gender
Education
Employment (private x public sector)
Occupational groups
Residents/weekenders ratio
Resident since birth
Reasons to move to the area
Generation ties to the area
Place attachment
Willingness to move
Identifying an environmental problem
Evaluating of the state of the environment
Identification of local problems
Evaluating the existence of protected area
Evaluating of nature protection regime
Attitudes to the access to disputed regions
Type of regulated access to these areas
Evaluation of NP/PLA Administration office as:
- administration office
- organisation managing natural resources
- educational institution
Evaluation of communication among municipalities
and Administration
Trends in the amount of tourists in the NP/PLA
Carrying capacity on the hiking trails
Carrying capacity in the centres
Opinions about influence of tourism on the local
prices
Economic profit from the tourism industry
Job opportunities in the region
Influence of the NP/PLA on the job opportunities

Difference
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

p value
0.021
0.448
0.683
0.000
0.061
0.159
0.001
0.240
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.947
0.000
0.000
0.009
0.009
0.000

yes
yes
yes
yes

0.000
0.034
0.000
0.007

no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

0.579
0.146
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

3.1 Sociodemography
The first thematic block in the questionnaire deals with the socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents.
Significant differences were detected only in the age group of residents (p=0.021). In both protected areas the
majority of respondents were people between 40 and 59 years followed by the 25–39 age group. Young people
aged 18–24 years had a higher representation in PLA (18.1%) compared with NP (8.7%). As regards education
and occupation, there was no significant difference between the groups. However, the survey detected significant
variance in employment in the private/public sector (p=0.000): 65.9% of PLA respondents were employed in the
4
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public secctor and 34.1%
% in the privaate sector, whhile in NP onlly 25% were public sector workers and 75%
employed in the private sector. In ord
der to comparee, the results from
f
the 1998 (52.9% in thee public sectorr and
47.1% in the
t private secttor) and 2003 (45.2% vs. 54.8%) survey inn NP municipaalities are menttioned (Najmaanova,
2004). These show the positive trend
d in private seector employm
ment in NP, prrimarily due to
t tourism servvices
developmeent.
3.2 Place Attachment
A
In the NP survey, 79.8%
% of residents, 17.5% of weeekenders andd 2.7% of “oth
hers” were queestioned. Thiss was
similarly the
t case in neiighbouring PL
LA: 84.1% loccals, 10.9% weeekenders and 5.1% “others”. In total, 69% of
locals in NP
N were born inn this area com
mpared with 499% of residentts in PLA. Thiis significant difference
d
(p=00.001)
does not coorrespond veryy much to the historical deveelopment of thhis place. Mostt of the municippalities in NP were
almost uniinhabited and again settled after 1989. Thhe previous tw
wo surveys (1998 and 2003) detected in tthese
municipaliities 24.4% annd 26% of natiives (Najmanoova, 2004). Sim
milar monitoriing of the Insttitute of Landsscape
Ecology ASCR
A
revealeed that the prroportion of nnatives was 35.8%
3
(Tesiteel, 2005). Thee markedly hiigher
proportionn of natives in tthis study coulld be the resultt of the growinng population of
o the new Sum
mava generatioon.
The most frequently meentioned reasons for movingg to the Sumavva NP were marriage
m
or fam
mily ties and oother
reasons (both 28.2%) annd desire to liv
ve in a natural environment (25.6%).
(
In PL
LA the most frequent answerr was
other reasoons–41.5% (thhe most commo
on replies from
m this categoryy were job opp
portunities and change of houusing
status from
m weekend-hoousing to perm
manent resideence)–followedd by desire to
o live in a naatural environnment
(21.5%) annd inheritance (18.5%).
More freqquent ancestrall links were detected
d
in NP
P where 54.4%
% of residents had ancestrall connection too the
region as opposed to 488.6% in PLA. But this areaa showed signiificantly (p=0
0.000) longer generation
g
tiess–see
Figure 2. This
T could be the reason for stronger placce attachment in the questio
on “Do you peerceive this areea as
home?”; 82.6% of PLA rresidents answ
wered “absoluteely yes” (as oppposed to 42.6
6% in NP), 12.33% said “relattively
yes” (47%
% in NP), 1.4%
% expressed a negative
n
attitude (compared with 6% in NP)
N and 3.6% (NP:
(
4.4%) didd not
know. For 89.8% of peoople in PLA municipalities
m
eemigration from
m the park waas not an option, even if theyy had
opportunitties to do so. O
Only 5.1% of th
hem said that they would bee prepared to move
m
elsewherre and 5.1% did not
know. Prooportional reprresentation in this question among NP reesidents was followed
fo
(categgories in the same
sequence):: 75.5%/16.2%
%/8.4%.

Figuree 2. Have yourr ancestors liveed in this area??
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3.3 Enviroonment and Naature in the Areea
The majorrity of responddents in both protected
p
areaas know about an environmeental problem (78.6% in NP
P and
78.3% in PLA). The most frequen
ntly mentionedd environmenntal problems in NP weree bark beetle (Ips
typhographus), the conddition of the forrests, intensivee logging and mass
m tourism. People in PLA
A stated bark bbeetle,
the condittion of the forrests and solid
d waste manaagement and disposal.
d
One of the questioons in this section
concerned the state of thhe environmen
nt during the laast 10 years (seee Figure 3). Almost
A
one hallf of PLA residdents
thought thhat the state off the environm
ment improvedd between 19998 and 2008, while a third of them statedd the
opposite, and
a according to 18% of resspondents the sstate of the envvironment had
d remained uncchanged. The llatter
opinion was
w the most ffrequent answeer among the NP residents (39.9%) and especially duue to this fact both
groups (PL
LA x NP) show
wed a significaant difference iin this questionn (p=0.000).
In order too identify locaal problems, reespondents weere asked to choose, from a list, one probblem deservingg the
greatest atttention and oone problem deserving
d
the least attentionn. In NP, the most crucial problems werre as
follows: the
t
condition of the forestts (45.4%), thhe developmeent of the inffrastructure (333.3%) and w
waste
managemeent (7.7%). Thhe problems deeserving the leaast attention were:
w
air quality
y (48.6%), water quality (299.6%)
and publicc transport (6.77%). In PLA, the most cruccial problems were
w
very sim
milar: the conddition of the foorests
(41.2%), the
t developmeent of the inffrastructure (114.0%) and waste
w
managem
ment (13.2%). Differences were
detected inn problems desserving the leaast attention: ppublic transporrt (26.7%), maass tourism (155%) and air quuality
(13.3%).

Figurre 3. Evaluation
n of the state oof the environm
ment during the last 10 yearss
3.4 Evaluaating the NP/P
PLA Managemeent
Residents in NP/PLA evvaluated the existence
e
of a protected area where they lived. This stuudy detected m
more
positive reeactions in NP than in PLA: 17.6% of NP rresidents perceeived this prottected area as “positive”
“
and 51.1%
as “rather positive”; “neegative” opinio
on was detecteed by 2.7% of local people and
a 25.3% heldd “rather negaative”
attitude towards the existence of NP. People in PLA
A perceived thhis protected area
a
in the folllowing way: 77.2%
“positive”,, 23.9% “ratheer positive”, 42
2.8% “neutral””, 10.9% “ratheer negative” an
nd 13% “negattive”. These reesults
were closeely connected to economic benefits. More people werre involved in
n tourism and profited from
m the
existence of a national park. This qu
uestion was noot statistically evaluated duee to the absennce of the cateegory
“neutral” in
i the NP queestionnaire. Reespondents in PLA also more frequently thought that the
t current staate of
nature connservation is tooo strict (23.9%
% compared w
with 11.5% in NP).
N The majo
ority of PLA reespondents thoought
that the cuurrent state off nature conservation is satiisfactory (33.66% against 32.2% in NP), 18.7%
1
of the same
group answ
wered that it iss “rather strict””, 7.5% that it is “rather soft”, 5.2% it is “ttoo strict” and 11.2% of the same
group eithher did not havve an opinion or
o did not wannt to answer. To
T compare with the remainning answers oof NP
respondents see Figure 44. The differen
nce in this quesstion was statisstically significcant (p=0.009)).
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Figure 4. Evaluation of the current state of naturee conservation in the NP/PLA
A
NP responndents more freequently stated
d that access too the disputed regions
r
should
d not be made possible (60.1% vs.
39% in PL
LA; p=0.009)). In the case of regulated access of touurists to such natural areass, they would give
preferencee to “access wiith a guide” (5
55.9%), follow
wed by “introduuction of a feee” (23.5%), “tim
me-limited acccess”
(20.1%) annd “other form
m of regulation
n” (0.6%). A ssmaller sectionn (47.8%) of th
he PLA responndents thoughtt that
access to the
t places witth most endan
ngered environnment “shouldd probably be allowed” or “should
“
be alloowed
without restrictions”. In the case of reg
gulated accesss of visitors to such natural areas,
a
they wouuld give preferrence
to “access with a guide”” (50%), follow
wed by “time--limited accesss” (38.1%), “in
ntroduction off a fee” (9.7%)) and
“other wayy of regulationn” (2.2%). Sign
nificant differeence in this queestion was also
o detected (p=0.000).
(one
This studyy also evaluateed the administtrative and maanagement actiivities of the NP
N and PLA Administration
A
institute foor both protectted areas). Wee used a more specific set of questions to evaluate threee different areas of
the NP Addministration’ss activities: th
he Administrattion as an eduucational institu
ution, an orgaanisation manaaging
natural ressources and an administration
n office. Residdents of municipalities in NP
P were more saatisfied with thhe NP
Administraation in all thrree categories. Figure 5 show
ws detailed ressults. They also
o less frequenttly used the annswer
“do not knnow” in this isssue. People liv
ving in NP weere better inforrmed about NP
P Administration activities (cclose
communiccation, the exisstence of inforrmation centrees in NP). In comparison
c
with
w PLA, a larrger number oof NP
inhabitantss were employyed as NP Adm
ministration woorkers. Residennts in PLA oftten complainedd about insuffiicient
communiccation among m
municipalities and Administration (sufficiient communication 3.6%, insufficient
i
322.8%,
do not knoow 63.5%; com
mpared with 13.7% sufficiennt residents in NP, 33% insu
ufficient and 533.3% do not knnow)
–p=0.007. People in PLA
A would also appreciate
a
if a periodic reporrt about Admin
nistration activvities were issuued.
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Figure 5.
5 Evaluation oof NP and PLA
A Administration as an educaational institutiion, an organissation managinng
naturral resources aand an adminisstration office
3.5 Develoopment of Tourrism
Accordingg to the majoriity of Sumava respondents (440.1% in NP and
a 41.2% in PLA), the num
mbers of visitoors in
the regionn approximateely around thee time of the survey were increasing raapidly or modderately; 38.5%
% of
respondents in NP and 32.4% in PL
LA stated that the amount of visitors rem
mained the saame. Only 11%
% of
respondents in NP (andd 12.5% in PLA)
P
thought that tourism decreased in
n these areas. These statem
ments
correspondded to the real amount off visitors in S
Sumava regionn. According to Statistical yearbooks off NP
Administraation, the attenndance increassed between 20000 and 2006 from 1.85 milllion visitors/year to 2.5 milllions.
Since that time the amouunt of visitors has been decrreasing. The monitoring
m
wass carried out inn 2008 so it didd not
reflect thiss trend.
Locals weere asked how they perceived
d the intensityy of tourism inn the NP/PLA. The aim of thhis question w
was to
determine the social carrrying capacity
y of the destinnation from a local point of
o view. Results showed thaat the
rned about vissitor levels onn the hiking ttrails.
respondents (81.9% in NP and 87% in PLA) werre not concern
r
(p=00.000) between NP (63.7%) and PLA (90..5%) were iden
ntified regardiing visitor leveels in
Different responses
the proxim
mity of the resppondent’s placce of residencee. Looking at the
t negative reesponses, localls in NP seemed to
be more concerned abouut visitor levells in the proxiimity of their places of resid
dence (36.2%)) than those onn the
hiking traiils (18%). Thee situation in PLA
P
was quitee the opposite; 9.4% of resid
dents found thhe tourism inteensity
near their residences dissturbing and 13% of them pperceived the tourism
t
intenssity on hiking trails as annoyying.
Locals in PLA
P
also moree frequently wished
w
the tourrism intensity could
c
increasee. If we compare results from
m this
question with
w the monitooring of visito
ors’ attitudes, ssurprisingly, more
m
visitors th
han locals percceived the inteensity
of tourism
m as high and disturbing (Gorrner & Cihar, 22012).
Accordingg to NP responddents, the pressence of touristts more likely (52%) or defin
nitely (43.6%)) raises their coost of
living in comparison
c
wiith other regio
ons. Accordingg to PLA resppondents, the presence of toourists more llikely
(28.9%) or
o definitely (228.9%) raises their cost off living in com
mparison with
h other regionns. More in Fiigure
6.There was
w a significannt difference in the answerrs to this question between the two groupps (p=0.000). This
study also detected diffeerences in locaal involvement in the tourism
m industry. Resspondents in both protected aareas
were quesstioned as to whether they
y had made aany profit froom tourism (p
p=0.000). Onee third of thee NP
respondents and only 133% of locals in
n PLA had maade an econom
mic profit from
m the tourism industry; 61.7% of
people in NP
N and 79.6%
% PLA residentts had no profiit from tourism
m. The remainiing respondentts (4.9% in NP
P and
7.4% in PL
LA) had somee profit from to
ourism, but theey were not em
mployed in thiss sector (e.g. pension
p
ownerr who
worked as a clerk).
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Figure 6. Resideents’ opinions about influencce of tourism on
o the local priices in Sumavaa NP/PLA
q
exam
mined the availaability of job oopportunities in
i the region. This availabiliity was assesseed as
The next question
“very insuufficient” by 255.1% in NP (4
49.3% in PLA)) and as “ratheer insufficient”” by 47% in NP
N (31.2% in P
PLA).
Only 15.3% of NP residdents and 1.4%
% (!) of respoondents in PLA
A were satisfiied with job opportunities
o
inn the
region (p=
=0.000 in this question). In the
t next item, respondents were
w
asked wh
hether the desiggnation of thee area
as an NP has
h affected joob opportunities. NP residennts perceived the
t NP as a so
ource of job oppportunities duue to
higher empployment in thhe tourism industry (which iis closely connnected to the ex
xistence of thiis type of proteected
area). Oppposite to this, ppeople in PLA felt quite offeended by the exxistence of thee NP. Many off them lost theiir job
when the National
N
Park was designateed because forrest managemeent had totally
y changed and many of the fforest
workers were
w dismissed.. At the end off our questionnnaire we includded a question
n for PLA residdents–whetherr they
would em
mbrace the enllargement of NP
N including where they lived. Surprisingly, two thirrds of responddents
answered in
i the negativee.
4. Discusssion and Concclusions
The demographic figurees of residents in both proteected areas weere different on
nly in the cateegory “age grooup”.
This charaacteristic used to be connecteed to perceptioon of protectedd area and also
o place attachm
ment. Some stuudies
confirmed that youngerr people had more positivee attitude towaards protected
d areas (Najm
manova, 2004; Liu,
Ouyang, & Miao, 2010)), but others fo
ound no relatioonships betweeen these quanttities (Baral & Heinen, 20077). In
general, ollder people havve stronger co
onnection to the place of residence (Gornerr, Najmanova, & Cihar, 20122). In
the case of this researchh, the economiic situation inffluenced moree the evaluation
n of the existeence of a proteected
area. We detected
d
signifi
ficant differencces in the emplloyment in thee private/public sector. PLA residents weree less
employed in the private sector and lesss involved in toourism servicees.
The seconnd topic of thiss study focuseed on place atttachment. Thiss term could be
b defined as “affective
“
linkk that
people esttablish with sppecific settingss, where they tend to remaiin and where they feel com
mfortable and safe”
(Hernandeez, Hidalgo, Saalazar-Laplacee, & Hess, 20007). Place attacchment could strongly affecct the perceptioon of
nature prootection activitties in a region
n (Vorkinn & Riese, 2001). The present study
s
did not confirm this trrend.
Perceptionn of home andd community attachment
a
alsoo positively innfluenced resid
dents’ quality of
o life and it ccould
have the same sense as eeconomic beneefits (Scheyveens, 1999). Wee recognised sttronger place attachment
a
in P
PLA.
Locals hadd longer generaation ties and more
m
frequentlly stated they could
c
not mov
ve away. This corresponded
c
tto the
historic deevelopment off the region–allmost all people living near the border (N
NP region) werre displaced duuring
the Cold war
w whereas peeople in the areea of today’s P
PLA stayed.
One of thee most importaant findings off this study waas the very low
w participation
n of PLA residdents in the touurism
industry. They
T
were also weakly conn
nected with P
PLA management decision-m
making processes. They hadd less
informatioon about NP annd PLA Admin
nistration activvities. Due to this,
t
they moree frequently evvaluated negattively
the existennce of the Adm
ministration. They
T
also evalluated nature conservation
c
management
m
a too strict deespite
as
the fact thaat PLA have loower conservaation level thann NP. Other stuudies (Dimitrak
kopoulos et al., 2010; Kim, 2009)
demonstraated that locals perceive proteected areas positively if theyy trust (and theerefore know) the
t managemeent of
9
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this region. People in PLA should be better informed, e. g. by means of a periodic newsletter issued by the
Administration and distributed to each household. Apart from knowledge, similar values setting could also be
important. In Sumava, especially, since establishing the NP, there have been controversies in forest management,
particularly whether the National Park mission should include felling trees affected by the bark beetle. This
management approach has changed from interventionist (cutting and removal of invaded tress) to natural
(self-regeneration of the forest) (Petrova, Cihar, & Bouzarovski, 2011).
People in both protected areas were well informed about ecological problems in the region. They reported the
highest knowledge of a specific ecological problem from all the monitored protected areas in the Czech Republic.
To compare, in Krkonose NP 57.1% of locals knew about an environmental problem; in the Podyji NP this was
48.3% and in Novohradske hory nature park only 24.7% (Bartos & Cihar, 2011). The most frequently mentioned
ecological problem was bark beetle. The activities of the Administration against this pest could also influence the
attitudes of locals towards this institution. Evaluation of the Administration of the neighbouring Bavarian Forest
NP (Germany) by locals worsened in the mid 1980s when NP management left affected forests to
self-regeneration. Residents perceived damaged forests as a “brake” in tourism development and they actively
fought against NP enlargement in the 1990s (Ruschkowski & Mayer, 2011). The situation on the Czech side of
the same mountain looks better in this regard.
Significantly fewer respondents in NP chose the answer “the environmental conditions have become better”.
Most of the forests affected by bark beetle stand in NP area. Local perceptions are also influenced by the media
image of NP. Newspapers often criticised the NP Administration for management of the park, especially for the
poor condition of protected forest growth (Kusova, Tesitel, & Bartos, 2005). Due to this fact, locals did not have
to perceive environmental conditions on the basis of their own observations but by means of the media.
Most respondents, especially in PLA, were not concerned about the number of visitors in the region. Locals in
PLA often wished tourism could increase in their region. One possibility is to move certain tourism facilities
from NP to PLA. The natural potential of the landscape is similar to NP; the development, for example, of the
water areas and rivers which are suitable for recreation and water sports (the Lipno reservoir and the Vltava,
Otava and Uhlava rivers). There are some highly developed facilities for winter sports, as well as for fishing,
hunting and other activities. The opportunities for agro-tourism are also growing. Locals in PLA also frequently
mentioned the need for tourism infrastructure development. Enlargement of tourism into the broader area would,
for this reason, increase the income of locals in PLA. It would improve the local perception of the protected area
in the region, as demonstrated, for example, by Sekhar (2003).
This study also proved that there is very low local awareness of the existence of a biosphere reserve in the PLA
region. Nevertheless, the existence of this type of protected area would be suitable advertising for the region
primarily among foreign visitors. The PLA also offers better opportunities in new forms of tourism development
like horse-riding, paragliding, in-line skating and Nordic walking. Prospective construction of new tourism
facilities would increase the pressure on the local environment. On the other hand, revenues from the tourism
industry would increase and this sustainable development would be a better alternative for the region than
unsustainable use of the area (logging and gold mining near Kasperske Hory).
A better economic situation was detected in NP–more people benefited economically from the tourism and
assessed job opportunities more positively. However, according to NP residents, the presence of tourists is more
likely to or definitely raises the cost of living (services and shop prices) in comparison with other regions. In
general, prices in shops in tourist areas are higher than prices in other regions due to high demand and low
competition.
It is worth mentioning that the communities in the Sumava cannot be seen as a homogenous group. Focused on
the NP, there were communities (e.g. Modrava, Prasily) that respected the existence of the NP (increasing
interest of tourists, better socio-economic development). On the other hand, the communities with high
unemployment (Borova Lada) perceived the existence of NP as very limiting. These results were also confirmed
by the study of Nolte (2004).
Summed up, the outputs of this study should contribute to understanding local people’s attitudes in Sumava
region. According to this work, it is not possible to apply the results from regular monitoring of NP residents’
opinions to the PLA area. Locals in PLA have different attitudes to tourism, economic situation and also in
nature protection management. They are, just as locals in NP, supportive of protected areas and present relatively
high levels of knowledge of environmental issues. However, environmental awareness, in comparison with NP
residents, is not accompanied by active participation in the solution of environmental problems. PLA residents
are deeply rooted in the territory (great part of them have longer generation ties here; they don’t want to move
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out of the area at all) and perceive the NP as a challenge for the further development of the whole region. But
they are very concerned about employment opportunities and they wish tourism increase in their region.
Economic incentives and tools should be found to create advantages for these people (e. g. selling local products
with eco-labels, involving locals as tourist guides). More effective management is required to attract tourists to
visit PLA more frequently. One of the possibilities could be emphasizing the existence of Biosphere Reserve in
the territory. BRs are not recognized as a legal category of protected area in the Czech Republic but as an
international concept it could attract especially foreign visitors.
Moreover, some gaps were found in the level of communication between locals in PLA and NP/PLA
Administration. Better communication mechanism between these subjects should be developed to share main
ideas on how protected area can be viewed as a benefit. Regular meetings or working groups could be a good
starting point to listen to each other. At the moment we mention the existence of Biosphere Reserve again – its
main goal is to promote sustainable development in terms of participation of the NP/PLA Administration in the
life of local people.
At the very end, there is a need for improving the standard of living of local people and increasing their pride in
living in a protected area. It is a generally accepted fact that locals need to be educated, informed and encouraged
to participate in the management and development of their region. If resident’s interest were marginalized for a
long period, they could adopt actions detrimental to the goal of conservation of the area.
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